The ever growing need to efficiently store, retrieve and analyze massive datasets, originated by very different sources, is currently made more complex by the different requirements posed by users and applications. Such a new level of complexity cannot be handled properly by current data structures for Big Data problems.

To successfully meet these challenges, we propose a new generation of “Multicriteria Data Structures and Algorithms” that originate from some recent and preliminary results of the proponents. The “multicriteria” feature refers to the fact that we seamlessly integrate, via a “principled” optimization approach, modern compressed data structures with new, revolutionary, data structures “learned” from the input data by using proper machine-learning tools. The goal of the optimization is to select, among a family of properly designed data structures, the one that “best fits” the multiple constraints imposed by its context of use, thus eventually “dominating” the multitude of trade-offs currently offered by known solutions.

In this project, we will lay down the theoretical and algorithmic-engineering foundations of this novel research area, which has the potential of supporting innovative data-analysis tools and data-intensive applications.
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Program

Friday, March 12, 2021

16:00 Welcome (10 min)

16:10 UniPa past and ongoing activity round-up [Tasks T1, T2, T3, T4]
   Raffaele Giancarlo (10 min)

16:20 Developments on Theoretic and Practical Aspects of Learned Table Search and Indexing [Tasks T1, T3]
   Domenico Amato (20 min)

16:40 UniMi past and ongoing activity round-up [Tasks T1, T2]
   Marco Frasca (15 min)

16:55 Compression strategies and space-conscious representations for deep neural networks [Task T2]
   Alessandro Petrini / Giosuè Marinò (15 min)

17:10 Break (10 min)

17:20 UniPO past and ongoing activity round-up [Tasks T1, T2, T3]
   Giovanni Manzini (15 min)

17:35 Space Efficient Merging of Compressed Indices [Task T3]
   Lavinia Egidi (15 min)

17:50 UniPi past and ongoing activity round-up [Tasks T1, T2, T3, T4]
   Paolo Ferragina (15 min)

18:05 Learned compressed rank/select dictionaries [Tasks T3, T4]
   Antonio Boffa (15 min)

18:20 Wrap-up, discussion on next events

Main tasks of the project

[T1] Classic Data Structures vs Purely Learned Indexes.
[T2] Compressed ML models.
Some notes on the meeting

- [T1] Use the fixed-len or variable-len bucketing of the universe to boost the performance of (classic vs learned) data structures [UniPA]
- [T1] Mapping PGM into one NN and find an NN structure which is smoother in the learning process and can improve PGM performance in time and space [UniMI]
- [T2] Extending the set of NN compression techniques, considering also convolutional layers [UniMI]
- [T2, T4] Build a multicriteria optimiser for NNs across a range of possible compression techniques wrt given constraints and criteria (e.g. accuracy compared to the uncompressed model, space, time) [UniMI, UniPO]
- [T4] PPM versus NN [UniPI, UniPA, UniPO]
- [T2] New approach based on grammar compression that improves Compressed Linear Algebra [UniPI, UniPO]
- [T3] Use of Wheeler Automata for the design of Multicriteria succinct indices [UniPO]
- [T1, T3] Study new/engineered compressed and learned index for strings, possibly in a real DB scenario [UniPI]
- [T1, T2] Study the combination of repetitiveness (LZ-like) and approximate linearity in the data (PGM-like) [UniPI]
- [T1, T3] Study the application of classic and learned compressed data structures to real DBs [UniPI]